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Your gateway to a great website









Go quickly from idea to published site with beautifully designed templates and easy-to-use tools.










Get started with WordPress


























Explore your options

















Web tools
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ITS offers a wide variety of web tools to meet your needs, including departmental websites, faculty sites, intranets, and accessibility support. 

Help me decide  
All ITS web tools and support







Design and layout options
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The UCSC web theme in WordPress makes it easy to mix-and-match a nearly infinite array of design elements and patterns.

Getting started with design
Designs and layouts








Website showcase
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See how your colleagues at UCSC are using the web theme and WordPress platform to design creative and unique websites.

Showcase of live sites
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Let’s do this together




You are not alone in designing a great website. Explore online guides, join an open lab, sign up for trainings, and connect with your colleagues. 





Explore guides












Attend an open lab












Join the Web Users Group




























How can we improve?




Looking for a new feature? Or a training on a specific topic? Please share your feedback to help us continue to improve the web service.





Share feedback
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News
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Access to your website analytics
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Multiple languages on your website
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Things prospective students want from your website






More news








Live sites
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Community Rentals
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Center for Coastal Climate Resilience
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Baskin Engineering Undergraduate Experience






Explore live websites
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More theme updates
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Transition a website




Using WordPress




Developing a content strategy







Share feedback




Web standards 
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